Robotic Process
Automation
Reduce cost while improving
employee and customer
service through robotic
process automation design
and implementation services
Have you prepared for today’s
challenging business climate by
automating high-volume processes?
Boost your success with SSTech robotic
process automation services.
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Pre-built Bots
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Rapid Implementation Methodology



Quickly customize bots from our pre-built catalog developed from our experience across
many industries and functional areas.

Quickly identify optimum use cases for bot automation and use of top RPA bot platforms
like UiPath and Automation Anywhere.

Profound Business Impact
Automate processes to run applications, access data, and execute tasks with speed and scale using our
bots. Shift costly human resources to more strategic initiatives.











Quickly Build Customer
Journeys

Access Top RPA Platforms

Leverage Expertise

We have established a proven
methodology and an automated
evaluation matrix that identifies
the top attributes to consider
and prioritize the best processes
for automation, inclusive of a

There are many tools that are
effective to automate repetitive and
structured processes. We help our
clients determine which technology
is best suited for each purpose and
have deep experience in the top

Our Center of Excellence is
comprised of a team of RPA
experts who leverage a catalog
of bots that have been developed
for common processes such
as finance, accounts payable,

tools.

accounts receivable, HR servicing
and benefits, and healthcare
revenue management. Our COE
works with onsite resources to
quickly design bots and develop,
integrate, and manage updates.

business case to justify the
investment.

RPA Your Way
Contact us to explore
how SSTech can help you
develop a custom, optimized
automation strategy to
enhance productivity,
improve customer
engagement, and boost
business outcomes.
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